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Automated Detection of Prostatic Adenocarcinoma
From High-Resolution Ex Vivo MRI

Anant Madabhushi*, Michael D. Feldman, Dimitris N. Metaxas, John Tomaszeweski, and Deborah Chute

Abstract—Prostatic adenocarcinoma is the most commonly
occurring cancer among men in the United States, second only to
skin cancer. Currently, the only definitive method to ascertain the
presence of prostatic cancer is by trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS)
directed biopsy. Owing to the poor image quality of ultrasound,
the accuracy of TRUS is only 20%–25%. High-resolution mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) has been shown to have a higher
accuracy of prostate cancer detection compared to ultrasound.
Consequently, several researchers have been exploring the use
of high resolution MRI in performing prostate biopsies. Visual
detection of prostate cancer, however, continues to be difficult
owing to its apparent lack of shape, and the fact that several
malignant and benign structures have overlapping intensity and
texture characteristics. In this paper, we present a fully automated
computer-aided detection (CAD) system for detecting prostatic
adenocarcinoma from 4 Tesla ex vivo magnetic resonance (MR)
imagery of the prostate. After the acquired MR images have been
corrected for background inhomogeneity and nonstandardness,
novel three-dimensional (3-D) texture features are extracted from
the 3-D MRI scene. A Bayesian classifier then assigns each image
voxel a “likelihood” of malignancy for each feature independently.
The “likelihood” images generated in this fashion are then com-
bined using an optimally weighted feature combination scheme.
Quantitative evaluation was performed by comparing the CAD
results with the manually ascertained ground truth for the tumor
on the MRI. The tumor labels on the MR slices were determined
manually by an expert by visually registering the MR slices with
the corresponding regions on the histology slices. We evaluated
our CAD system on a total of 33 two-dimensional (2-D) MR slices
from five different 3-D MR prostate studies. Five slices from two
different glands were used for training. Our feature combination
scheme was found to outperform the individual texture features,
and also other popularly used feature combination methods,
including AdaBoost, ensemble averaging, and majority voting.
Further, in several instances our CAD system performed better
than the experts in terms of accuracy, the expert segmentations
being determined solely from visual inspection of the MRI data.
In addition, the intrasystem variability (changes in CAD accuracy
with changes in values of system parameters) was significantly
lower than the corresponding intraobserver and interobserver
variability. CAD performance was found to be very similar
for different training sets. Future work will focus on extending
the methodology to guide high-resolution MRI-assisted in vivo
prostate biopsies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PROSTATIC adenocarcinoma (CAP) is the most commonly
diagnosed nonskin cancer in the United States, with an

estimated 220 000 new cases in the USA in 2004 (Source:
American Cancer Society). Prostate cancer is most curable
when it is detected early. Current screening for prostate cancer
relies on digital rectal examinations, and serum prostate spe-
cific antigen (PSA) levels [1]. Definitive diagnosis of prostate
carcinoma, however, is based on histologic tissue analysis. This
is most often obtained via needle biopsy, guided by transrectal
ultrasound (TRUS). In TRUS-directed biopsies, tissue sam-
pling within different sections of the gland is done in a random
fashion, since no a priori information about the spatial location
of the cancer is available. Consequently, the accuracy of the
method is only 20%–25% in patients with PSA levels between
4–10 g/ml [1], [2].

With a view to increasing the accuracy of prostate biopsies,
and reducing the number of needle insertions required for his-
tologic confirmation, researchers at the University of Pennsyl-
vania and other laboratories have attempted to define magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) characteristics of benign and neo-
plastic prostate pathology from in vivo studies using 1.5 tesla (T)
magnets, and a combination of endorectal and whole body coils
[3]–[7]. Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of the prostate has
been shown to produce better tissue contrast between prostate
cancers in the peripheral zone and normal prostate tissue, and
more sensitive at detecting seminal vesicle invasion, compared
to ultrasound [3], [4]. While prostatic tumors with volumes less
than 5–6 mm cannot be detected on ultrasound, in vivo studies
have shown that nodules of carcinoma up to 3 mm can be clin-
ically detected using 1.5 T magnets [6]. Researchers at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania have been exploring the use of high res-
olution MR imaging of prostatectomy specimens using a 4 T
whole body magnet [6]–[9]. MR imaging under a 4 T magnet
has been shown to allow for separation of normal, benign pro-
static hyperplasia, and carcinoma, and provide even greater res-
olution of fine detail than 1.5 T [6].

The inability to detect small foci of carcinoma infiltrating
between and among prostatic acini contributes to the 10%–20%
false negative rate associated with current MR imaging [7].
Recognition of small prostatic tumors by humans is confounded
by the fact that several benign features have overlapping tex-
ture and intensity appearance, including clusters of atrophic
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glands and areas of prostatic stromal over-growth. Prostatic
adenocarcinoma tends to have a weak texture with little spatial
interaction among the primitives [7]. Given the problems asso-
ciated with visually identifying prostate cancer, we have been
exploring the use of sophisticated image processing and ma-
chine learning tools to improve detection accuracy [8], [9]. The
stimulus for this effort was to build a computer-aided detection
(CAD) system that can accurately detect prostate cancer from
ex vivo MRI studies. This would in turn motivate the future use
of these methods on clinical in vivo MRI data, and thus show
the advantage of MR-guided biopsies over TRUS.

While shape-based segmentation tools such as deformable
models [10], [11], and active appearance models [12] have been
shown to be extremely useful in several medical image analysis
applications, the apparent lack of shape and structure of the ade-
nocarcinoma suggests that low-level image features such as tex-
ture and gradient may be more useful in this regard. While 2-D
texture features have been extensively used in different image
analysis tasks [13], relatively little work has been done in ap-
plying three-dimensional (3-D) volumetric texture operators for
medical image analysis. Segmentation methods that have relied
on 3-D texture operators have typically only utilized 3-D sta-
tistical texture features [14], [15]. In addition, many of these
approaches do not use “true” 3-D texture operators, since the
methodology comprises of application of 2-D texture operators
to a 3-D data set on a per-slice basis [16], [17]. Hence, neither
is the embodied information along the axial direction exploited,
nor is the orientation of the object of interest considered.

While some researchers have attempted to analyze histologic
[18], [19] and multispectral prostate images [20], most of the
CAD work on prostate cancer, thus far, has been limited to
2-D ultrasound [21]–[27]. These approaches have either used
first-order statistical [21] or second-order statistical texture fea-
tures [22]–[26] in 2-D to determine benignity or malignancy of
a manually segmented region on an ultrasound image. While
MR imaging of the prostate has been pursued for more than a
decade [3]–[7], surprisingly, little CAD work for detecting pro-
static adenocarcinoma in this modality exists [28]. In fact, we
only found one CAD related paper [28] for MRI of the prostate,
which described the use of a multichannel statistical classifier
for detecting prostate cancer from 1.5 T in vivo MR studies. In
this paper, we present a fully automated CAD system for de-
tecting prostatic adenocarcinoma from 4 T ex vivo MR images
of the prostate. This paper is an extension of preliminary work
presented in [8] and [9]. The main attributes and novelty of our
work are the following.

1) This paper represents the first attempt at CAD for de-
tecting prostate cancer from high-resolution MRI studies.

2) The use of sophisticated 3-D texture operators (statistical,
gradient, and Gabor) at multiple scales and orientations
directly within the MR volume, enabling us to capture a
wider range of variation in appearance, size, orientation,
and anisotropy of the cancer. The choice of the different
texture features (statistical, gradient, and Gabor) was de-
termined by visual description of the prostatic adenocarci-
noma by expert pathologists, as observed on the 4 T MRI
studies.

3) The use of an optimally weighted feature ensemble to
combine the different 3-D texture features. We show that
this optimal combination of texture features results in
higher accuracy than can be obtained from (a) any of the
individual texture features, and (b) from other feature
ensembles, including AdaBoost, Ensemble Averaging,
and Majority Voting.

4) The accuracy of the method is largely insensitive to
training. Further, in several instances our CAD method-
ology outperformed trained experts.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we describe our CAD methodology for automatically de-
tecting prostatic adenocarcinoma from 4 T ex vivo MR prostate
studies. In Section III, we present the evaluation results of our
CAD methodology. Our concluding remarks and directions for
future work are presented in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

In Section II-A, we describe the notation employed in this
paper. In Section II-B, we provide a description of the data sets
used in this paper. In Section II-C, we provide an outline of our
method, followed by a more detailed description of the indi-
vidual system modules in Sections II-D–II-K.

A. Terminology

We represent a volume image or 3-D scene for short, by a
pair , where is a finite three-dimensional (3-D)
rectangular array of voxels, called scene domain of . is a
function that assigns an integer intensity value for each
voxel . Similarly, we also define a 2-D image slice

= from the 3-D-scene , where is a finite two-dimen-
sional (2-D) array of pixels and . We denote the histogram
of 2-D image slice from 3-D scene as where

is the set of all possible intensity values in , and is a
function whose domain is and whose value for each
is given as the number of pixels for which .
We also define the probability density function (pdf) associated
with slice as where is the set of all possible
normalized intensity values in , and is a function similar to

.

B. Description of Data Sets

We consider a set of MRI scenes , for , corre-
sponding to five different prostate glands, with the number of
slices in these scenes ranging from 50–64. For each 3-D MRI
scene , there is a corresponding 3-D histology scene ,
for . The number of slices in ranged from 25–30.
From these five histologic studies, we identified those slices

, for , on which at least part of the adenocarcinoma
is visible on account of staining. , for , denotes the
corresponding MRI scene after correcting for MR artifacts
(background inhomogeneity and nonstandardness). denotes
the corresponding set of MRI slices obtained from all the
3-D MRI scenes , for , that are in registration with the
histology slices on which at least part of the adenocarci-
noma is visible via staining. denotes the set of MRI
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slices used for training the CAD system. We also identified
set , so that on each slice in trained experts were
able to visually identify at least part of the adenocarcinoma
based on the MRI information alone. Scan parameters for MRI
included: 2-D fast spin echo sequence effective, TE 126 ms, TR
3000 ms, 15.6 kHz, and number of signal averages 4. The final
MRI resolution was 160 m 160 m 800 m. The slice
thickness of the histologic sections was 1.5 mm (correlating to
two MRI slices).

C. Outline of the Approach

Our approach comprises of the following steps.

1) Data Acquisition: Following radical prostatectomy, the
prostate gland is imaged using a 4 T MRI. The prostate
gland is then serially sliced into histologic sections.
Tumor regions on the histologic sections are determined
by staining.

2) Correct MR Intensity Artifacts: The MRI scenes are ob-
tained by first correcting for background [29], [30] inho-
mogeneity, followed by intensity standardization to cor-
rect for nonlinearity of the MR image intensity scale [31]
to the original acquired MRI scenes .

3) Generate Ground Truth for Tumor: The tumor regions on
each of the histology slices on which the tumor is
visible, are mapped onto the corresponding MRI slices
by a trained expert. We denote by , the subset of ,
constituting the ground truth for the tumor regions on the
MRI slice .

4) Feature Extraction: To each of the MRI scenes , texture
operators , for , are applied to obtain the
corresponding feature scenes , where

is the feature value of voxel , and
is the number of texture operators applied to .

5) Training: For a set of MRI training scenes , the corre-
sponding feature scenes , for are computed.
The ground truth tumor masks for slices in the
training scenes are mapped onto each feature scene .
Using only pixels , the pdf’s for each of
the texture operators are determined.

6) Feature Classification: Likelihood scenes ,
for , are generated for each feature scene
using Bayes Rule [32] and the pdf’s generated in the
training phase. For each voxel represents the
likelihood that corresponds to the tumor class for fea-
ture .

7) Feature Combination: A joint likelihood scene
, where for is the joint proba-

bility that voxel belongs to the tumor class, is obtained
as a weighted linear combination of the likelihood scenes

, for , for each scene .
8) Evaluation: For each scene , the corresponding joint

likelihood scene is converted into a binary scene for
some threshold [0,1]. For each slice , we
denote by the set of pixels in determined as
tumor by thresholding at . We evaluated against
the corresponding ground truth . We also compared

against the manual segmentations of

Fig. 1. Flowchart showing CAD modules and system pathways.

Fig. 2. Embedding box for MR imaging of prostate glands.

two experts at two different time instances
, both in terms of accuracy and precision, for

slices in .
The flowchart in Fig. 1 shows the different modules and path-

ways comprising the system. As indicated in Fig. 1, the gener-
ation of the ground truth, training, and validation are done of-
fline. Note that, we consider the individual 2-D MR image slices
only in the training and evaluation steps. All image processing
operations, including feature extraction, feature classification,
and feature combination are done on the MRI scenes in 3-D.
Table I describes some of the commonly used symbols in this
paper.

D. Data Generation

Immediately following radical prostatectomy, the prostate
glands are embedded in 2% agar (30 mM NaCl) at 50 C
and cooled to 4 C to solidify agar in a small Plexiglas box
(Fig. 2). The embedded prostate gland is then placed on a
phased array endorectal coil for imaging. The embedded gland
is then leveled in three directions ( , and ), using small
line levels and imaged with a 4 T MRI (GE Systems). A 6-cm
field of view was necessitated by the large size of some of the
specimens. The MR images and histologic slices are main-
tained in the same plane of section, by both leveling the gland
in the , and planes while in the MR magnet, as well as
by using a rotary knife to cut serial sections of the embedded
gland starting at its square face. The prostate gland is serially
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF SOME OF THE COMMONLY USED SYMBOLS IN THIS PAPER

Fig. 3. Slice corresponding to (a) MRI (S), (b) histology (S ), and (c) tumor maskT(S) (shown in light grey) for slice S superposed on (a). The darkly stained
region in the upper left corner of (b) corresponds to the tumor area.

sliced at 1.5-mm-thick intervals and 4- m-thick histologic
sections are produced by quartering each 1.5-mm slice. The
final 4- m-thick histologic sections are then scanned at 1X
resolution using a whole slide scanner and the four quarters of
each slice are manually reconstructed using Adobe Photoshop.

E. Generating Ground Truth for Tumor on MRI

For each histology slice on which at least part of the
tumor is visible by staining, an expert pathologist determined
the set of corresponding MRI slices in in registration
with . This visual registration between and was de-
termined based on distinctive features seen on each image slice
(histology, MR, and digital photographs of gross anatomy). Fea-
tures that were used included capsular and seminal vesicle con-
tours, dilated glands, and ejaculatory ducts. The set of tumor
labels constituting the ground truth , for each MRI slice

was determined by an expert pathologist by manually map-
ping the tumor regions on onto . was subsequently
checked for errors by a second expert pathologist. Fig. 3(b)
shows a histology slice with the tumor regions appearing as
a dark stain in the upper left corner. Fig. 3(c) shows the tumor

region in Fig. 3(b) overlaid on the corresponding 4 T MRI slice
[Fig. 3(a)].

F. Inhomogeneity Correction and Intensity Standardization

Image intensity variations due to radio frequency (RF) field
inhomogeneities may be caused due to a number of different
factors, including poor RF coil uniformity, static field inhomo-
geneity, and RF penetration [29]–[31]. Another major difficulty
in MR image analysis has been that intensities do not have a
fixed tissue specific numeric meaning (presence of nonstandard-
ness), not even within the same MRI protocol, for the same body
region, and even for images of the same patient obtained on
the same scanner [29]. The presence of intensity variations and
nonstandardness in MR scenes can significantly affect the per-
formance of many image processing, segmentation, and anal-
ysis techniques and, hence, need to be corrected for. We use the
methods described in [30] and [31] to correct for the background
inhomogeneity and nonstandardness. We have also shown in
previous work [29], that in order to maximize image quality (in
terms of reducing residual nonstandardness and background in-
homogeneity), the correction operation should precede the stan-
dardization operation. Fig. 4 shows a slice from an acquired MR
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Fig. 4. (a) Slice from the acquired 4 T MRI scene (C ), (b) corresponding slice from the corrected scene, and (c) same slice from the scene after correction and
standardization (C).

scene and the corresponding result after correction and then
standardization .

G. Feature Extraction

A total of 35 3-D texture features, corresponding to three dif-
ferent texture classes were extracted from each MRI scene.

1) Statistical Texture Features: Julesz [33] states that first-
order statistics alone are not sufficient for humans to discrimi-
nate between two textures. Hence, in order for a CAD system
to be able to discriminate textures at least as well as humans,
we need to consider both first-order statistical and second-order
statistics in 3-D. For each 3-D MRI scene, , the first-order tex-
ture feature scenes , and corresponding to median,
standard deviation, and average deviation respectively, are com-
puted at two different scales . Hence, for any voxel

(2.1)

where MED refers to the median operation, is the set of
voxels in the neighborhood centered on voxel

, and , where denotes the cardi-
nality of set

(2.2)

(2.3)

where is the norm. For and
voxels respectively. We also considered the corrected and

standardized MR intensity as a first-order feature.
Co-occurrence matrices were originally proposed by Har-

alick [34] for 2-D images. These can be used to compute
second-order features which have perceptual meaning. For
number of gray-levels in the image, the size of the co-occur-
rence matrix is . The entry in the matrix is the
probability of occurrence of the gray levels and . We
extend the 2-D formulation of the co-occurrence matrix [34] to
3-D as

(2.4)

where , and and
is the

displacement, and are the orientations in 3-D, and ac-
counts for the anisotropic interslice separation. A total of eight
second-order texture features corresponding to contrast, corre-
lation, entropy, and homogeneity were computed from the 3-D
co-occurrence matrix , for ,
and . Fig. 5(a)–(h) shows corresponding slices from
the feature scenes resulting from the application of first-order
statistical and second-order statistical operators on . In all,
we extracted a total of 15 different first-order statistical and
second-order statistical texture features.

2) Gradient Features: Gradient operators have been shown
to characterize micro-textures well [35]. It has also been sug-
gested that gradient operators show more consistent behavior as
a descriptor of pathologies than co-occurrence matrices [35]. In
previous work [11], we used the directional gradient to automat-
ically detect the boundaries of suspicious breast masses in 2-D
ultrasound images. In this paper, we propose the use of 3-D di-
rectional gradient and 3-D gradient magnitude operators for sep-
arating faint and not well-defined textural differences between
normal and pathological 3-D structures in the prostate. For the
3-D gradient magnitude scene , the gradient mag-
nitude at any voxel is given as

(2.5)

where
, and

correspond to the
value of the image gradients at voxel along the , and
axes respectively. The directional gradient scene
is determined as

(2.6)
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Fig. 5. Slice from (a) C, and corresponding slices from different first-order statistical and second-order statistical feature scenes computed from C. (b)–(d)
Correspond to slices from feature scenes for (b) standard deviation, (c) median, and (d) average deviation, for � = 3. (e)–(h) Correspond to slices from feature
scenes for (e) contrast, (f) correlation, (g) entropy, and (h) homogeneity, for d = 3; � =  = (�)=(2).

Fig. 6. Corresponding slices from (a) C, and feature scenes for (b) gradient magnitude and (c) directional gradient.

, and are the normalized derivatives and are calcu-
lated as

(2.7)

where refers to the 3-D Cartesian coordinate of
the centroid of scene , and is a parameter that accounts
for anisotropic interslice separation. Fig. 6(a)–(c) shows the
same slices from the original intensity, gradient magnitude, and
directional gradient scenes.

3) Steerable Filters: Psychophysical aspects of adaptation
and masking indicate that biological processing is based on
matching localized frequency signatures having a form reminis-
cent of Gabor operators. The Gabor function is the modulation
of a Gaussian with a sinusoid [36]. While the 2-D Gabor filter
has been widely used for various pattern recognition problems

[37]–[39], the 3-D Gabor transform has been used mostly for
motion estimation [40], [41]. We derive a 3-D version of the
Gabor transform to exploit the orientation and scale specificity
of the adenocarcinoma. The 3-D MR scene can be
regarded as the weighted sum of 3-D Gabor functions, so that
for voxel

(2.8)

where is the frequency of a sinusoidal plane wave along the
-axis, and , and are the space constraints of the

Gaussian envelope along the , and directions respec-
tively. The Fourier domain representation of (2.8) is given by

(2.9)

where is the Fourier domain representation of
, and . The
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Fig. 7. Slice from (a) C, and corresponding slices from the Gabor feature scenes corresponding to (b) u = 64
p
2; � = 0; (c)u = 32

p
2; � = (2�)=(3), and

(d) u = 16
p
2; � = (5�)=(6).

Fig. 8. Ground truth tumor mask T(S) superposed on (a) S . (b) Corresponding slice from F and (c) plot of the pdf P .

set of self-similar Gabor filters are obtained by appropriate rota-
tions and scalings of through the generating function [37],
[38]

(2.10)

where are the values of the rotated and scaled versions
of the original filter at is the scale factor,

is the current orientation index, is the total number of ori-
entations, is the current scale index,
is the total number of scales, and , and are the trans-
formed coordinates and given by

(2.11)

where is the orientation,
, and correspond to the upper and

lower center frequencies of interest. We computed a total of 18
different filters channels corresponding to six different orienta-
tions
and three different scales . We
used only three of the seven possible values for the radial
frequency, since smaller values of would have been above
the resolution of the tumor. Fig. 7 shows a slice from , and
the corresponding slices for the Gabor feature scenes at three
different scales and orientations. Correlation analysis of the
different filtered outputs within each scale and orientation

, and across scales and orientations was performed, and
only those pairs of filters that were found to be un-correlated
were assumed to be independent and retained.

H. Training

Training was performed offline. In this stage, the pdfs for the
individual features and the feature weights are determined. We
describe below the steps involved in computing the feature pdfs,
while the methodology for computing the feature weights is de-
scribed in Section II–J2.

1) A set of MRI training scenes are obtained and the cor-
responding feature scenes , for , are deter-
mined.

2) For each voxel , the feature value is scaled
linearly into a fixed intensity range . This step is car-
ried out to convert the floating point feature values
to integer.

3) The 2-D slices (for which tumor ground truth is
available) from the different training scenes are extracted.

4) The ground truth tumor labels for each slice are
mapped onto each of the feature scenes for the cor-
responding MR scene . For each pixel
represents the feature value of texture feature at tumor
pixel .

5) The pdf , associated with each texture
feature , for , are determined. For each value

and for each training slice in the training set

(2.12)

where is the number of pixels for which
. The final pdf’s are obtained by aver-

aging over all training slices in . Fig. 8(a) shows the
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ground truth for tumor superposed on and the cor-
responding slice from feature scene . Fig. 8(c) shows
a plot of the pdf corresponding to the texture feature

.

I. Feature Classification

The 3-D likelihood scenes corresponding to
each of the feature scenes , for , are generated using
Bayes Theorem [32]. The likelihood that voxel
corresponds to the tumor class, given feature value is
given as

(2.13)

where implies that voxel belongs to class ,
and the a posteriori probability of observing the class
given the feature value is given by .

is the a priori probability of observing the
class is the conditional density,

, and
refers to the number of classes. For our problem was as-
sumed to be 2 ( —tumor, —nontumor). On account
of the minority class problem, an issue in domains where
one class accounts for a significant majority of observations
(in this case, voxels corresponding to nontumor), we set

. Since can be treated as a constant
and since , (2.13) reduces to

(2.14)

The likelihood scenes corresponding to the Gabor filter chan-
nels are combined using the independence
assumption [32] to generate the Gabor likelihood scene

. Hence, for any voxel

(2.15)

where is the current orientation index,
is the total number of orientations, is the
current scale index, and is the total number of scales (from
Section II-G3).

J. Feature Combination

1) Overview of Ensemble Methods: Both empirical obser-
vations and specific machine learning applications confirm that
a given feature outperforms all others for a specific subset of
the input data, but it is unusual to find a single feature achieving
the best results on the overall problem domain. Multiple classi-
fier systems are often practical and effective solutions for diffi-
cult pattern recognition problems, since they seek to exploit the
variance in behavior of the base learners [43], [44]. They can be
divided into the following two types.

1) Nongenerative methods are those that confine themselves
to a set of given well-designed base learners, e.g., Ma-
jority Voting, Bayesian decision rule, and Ensemble Aver-
aging. They are also known as static classifiers since they
do not change the contributions of the base classifiers.

Hence, with Majority Voting the final decision is based
on the decision of a majority of the base classifiers. In en-
semble averaging, also called the basic ensemble method
(BEM), the final classification is the average decision of
the base classifiers. With static ensembles, however, the
presence of weak base classifiers can result in wrong clas-
sification.

2) Generative methods are those that generate new sets of
base learners by acting on the base learning algorithm or
on the structure of the data set, e.g., AdaBoost [42]. They
are also known as dynamic classifiers as the relative con-
tributions of the individual base learners are iteratively
updated. In AdaBoost, weak learners are forced to hier-
archically learn harder parts of a classification problem.
The scheme begins with a set of training examples all of
which are equally weighted. AdaBoost generates classi-
fiers sequentially for a certain number of trials, and at each
iteration, the weights of the training samples are changed
based on the classifiers that were previously built. The
final classifier is formed using a weighted voting scheme.
Since AdaBoost tends to concentrate its efforts on the
weak classifiers, it tends to be sensitive to noise [43]–[45].

Comparing decision combination methods is difficult since
these studies tend to be application specific. In studies com-
paring voting ensembles [42], [43] on large real and artificial
data sets, AdaBoost was found to perform the best. Mac Namee
et al. [45], however, found that ensemble averaging produced
better results than AdaBoost on regression data sets. While some
researchers have applied feature combination methods to med-
ical data [45]–[47], none of these studies have reported results
on clinical radiologic studies.

We propose a general ensemble method (GEM) [48] which
like nongenerative methods starts out with a set of well-designed
base classifiers. The scheme, however, retains the flavor of dy-
namic ensembles in that the performance of the classifiers is
evaluated against an objective ground truth, and their contri-
butions iteratively updated. Utilizing the true class associated
with each input allows for optimization of the cost function and,
hence, estimation of the relative importance (feature weights) of
the individual classifiers. The final classification is obtained as a
weighted linear combination of the base classifiers. Weak clas-
sifiers are given lower weights and thus have a lesser influence
on the final classification. This makes the scheme superior to
nongenerative methods (Ensemble averaging is in fact a special
case of GEM in which all the feature weights are equal). Fur-
ther, since we start out with a set of well-defined features, unlike
AdaBoost [42], we ensure that all the base classifiers contribute
to the final classification. In this paper, we show qualitatively
and quantitatively, that for the problem addressed in this paper,
the classification accuracy of GEM is significantly higher com-
pared to other generative and nongenerative feature ensembles.

2) Description of Our Feature Ensemble (GEM): For scene
and the corresponding likelihood scenes , for

, the joint likelihood scene is determined.
For any voxel

(2.16)
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where corresponds to the individual feature weights. To es-
timate we proceed as follows.

1) For training scenes and for some value of , for
, the joint likelihood scene is com-

puted [from (2.16)].
2) We denote by , the set of pixels in slice in training

scene obtained by thresholding for some value of
threshold , where .

3) We define true positive area, .
Similarly we define false positive area,

. We also define the following functional

(2.17)

where actually represents the positive predictive value
(PPV) of the CAD system, and indicates the proportion of
pixels that are detected as tumor by the CAD system that
actually correspond to the cancer class.

4) The optimal feature weights for the slice are ob-
tained as the values that minimize .
One of the considerations in the choice of optimization
strategy is whether it is known a priori what the min-
imum error should be. In the case of our problem, it is
not clear before hand what a good solution is, or what
error is acceptable. Brute force methods are the only
ones that are guaranteed to produce an optimal solution.
However, they become progressively computationally
insurmountable with increase in the dimensionality of
the problem. We employ a variant of the traditional
brute force algorithm called the Hierarchical brute force
algorithm, to significantly reduce the number of compu-
tations. In this technique, we initially start with a coarse
step size and obtain a set of weights resulting in the least
error. In the next iteration, the step size is further reduced
and the search constrained around the weights obtained
in the previous step. The process is repeated until either
the values of do not change significantly, or until a
predetermined step size is reached.

5) The optimal feature weights are then obtained as the
average of weights over all training slices in .

K. Evaluation

Since the histologic ground truth for the cancer regions on
the MRI images was only available for 33 2-D slices from set

, we were able to evaluate the performance of our system
only on these slices. These slices were drawn from all the five
MRI scenes , for . The pdfs and feature weights were
computed using five training slices and were drawn
from two MRI scenes. In order to evaluate the robustness of
the system to training, we also trained the system with 10, 15,
and 25 slices from , drawn in turn from three, four, and five
MRI scenes. While comparing CAD accuracy with the manual
segmentations of two experts at two dif-
ferent time instances , we evaluated the results
on the slices containing large visible tumors in set , where

. Our methodology and the expert segmentations was
evaluated both in terms of accuracy and precision against the
ground truth derived from histology.

1) Accuracy: We evaluated the accuracy of our method-
ology in the following ways.

a) We compared the accuracy of GEM against the classifica-
tion accuracy of the individual features.

b) We compared the accuracy of GEM against the classifica-
tion accuracy of other feature ensembles, including Ad-
aBoost, Majority Voting, and Ensemble Averaging.

c) We compared the accuracy of GEM against expert manual
segmentations of tumor on the MRI slices.

The ROC curve [49] allows one to identify how well a system
discriminates between positive and negative results, and also
helps to identify the best trade-off between sensitivity and speci-
ficity. A larger area under the ROC curve implies higher accu-
racy. To generate the ROC curve we proceed as follows. For
a MRI scene we compute the corresponding joint likelihood
scene . The intensity at each voxel is then
normalized so that . For each slice in we com-
pute sensitivity and
specificity , where
True Negative Area and
False Negative Area . In the con-
text of our problem, indicates the proportion of pixels
that are malignant and the number of pixels correctly labeled
as tumor by the CAD system. measures the proportion
of pixels on that are not tumor and correctly classified as be-
nign by CAD. For each value of we obtain a value of
and which yields one point on the ROC curve. A
smooth curve is then fit to all points obtained from different
values of . The ROC curves obtained for each image slice in

are then averaged to yield a single ROC curve. ROC anal-
ysis was then used to compare the accuracy of GEM against the
(1) individual texture features, and against (2) other feature en-
sembles, including AdaBoost, Majority Voting, and Ensemble
Averaging. We also compared the different methods in terms of
PPV [ from (2.17)].

In order to quantitatively compare the performance of our
CAD system against human observers , we had two
experts perform manual segmentations of tumor on slices in

, based solely on visual inspection of these MRI slices at
two different time instances. There was a lapse of one month
between the two segmentations done by each expert. We com-
pared , for , against in terms of
accuracy with respect to the ground truth .

2) Precision: Precision analysis is an important component
in the evaluation of the overall performance of a segmentation
system [50]. Most segmentation methods have free parameters.
It is important that the overall accuracy of a method does not
greatly vary with changes in the values of these free parame-
ters. In order to evaluate the precision of GEM, we changed the
number of samples in the training set (5, 10, 15, and 25
slices) and computed the a priori distributions and GEM feature
weights in each instance. The classification accuracy of GEM
obtained for each was evaluated and the variance in accu-
racy determined.
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Fig. 9. Slice from (a) C. (b) Ground truth for tumor (T(S)) superposed on (a). (c) Joint likelihood scene (G). (d) The result (G (S)) of thresholding G for
� = 0:5 and superposing G (S) onto (a). (e)–(h) Slice corresponding to (a) for the likelihood scenes L for (e) median (� = 3), (f) Gabor, (g) directional
gradient, and (h) entropy for d = 1; � =  = (�)=(2). Note that, this slice was not part of the training set.

The joint likelihood scene for MRI scene is a
fuzzy scene, so that for any voxel . Note
that, in a real clinical setting the urologist would aim to sample
tissue regions corresponding to areas on that have a high prob-
ability of malignancy. While quantitatively evaluating the accu-
racy of however, a hard segmentation is required. Based
on our experiments, we found that in most cases the operating
point (point corresponding to maximum sensitivity and max-
imum specificity) on the ROC curves corresponded to .
Since one of the motivations for this paper was to increase the
accuracy of biopsy procedures by reducing intraobserver and in-
terobserver variability, we compared the accuracy of for dif-
ferent values of (intrasystem variability) against intraobserver
and interobserver variability ( for ). The Kappa

statistic proposed by Cohen [51] was used to quantify and
compare intrasystem and inter, intrareader agreement. is 1
when there is perfect agreement between two observers, is 0
when there is no agreement better than chance, and is negative
when agreement is worse than chance. Further,
denotes poor agreement, denotes fair agreement,

denotes moderate agreement,
denotes good agreement, and denotes almost
perfect agreement.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of evaluation of the CAD
system (qualitative and quantitative) in terms of accuracy and
precision.

A. Accuracy

1) Qualitative: Fig. 9(a) shows a slice from a MRI scene
that has been corrected for background inhomogeneity and

nonstandardness. Fig. 9(b) shows the ground truth for cancer

Fig. 10. Comparing the accuracy of GEM against the individual 3-D features
using ROC analysis.

for superposed on Fig. 9(a). Fig. 9(c) shows the slice
corresponding to Fig. 9(a) for the joint likelihood scene ,
obtained from the individual likelihood scenes , some of
which have been depicted in Fig. 9(e)–(h) (median, Gabor, di-
rectional gradient, and entropy). Fig. 9(d) shows the hard seg-
mentation obtained by thresholding (c), superposed
on . Comparing the CAD segmentation [Fig. 9(d)] with the
ground truth [Fig. 9(b)], most of the tumor area has been cor-
rectly identified. In Fig. 9(c) and (e)–(h), brighter pixels corre-
spond to those that have a higher likelihood of belonging to the
tumor class.

2) Quantitative:
a) Comparing GEM Against Individual Features: Fig. 10

shows the ROC curves corresponding to GEM and the indi-
vidual 3-D texture features, obtained over all 33 slices in . Only
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Fig. 11. Comparing classification accuracy of GEM using 1) All the features
(solid line), and 2) The eight features with the largest weights (dashed line).

five MR image slices in were used in training. To avoid clutter,
we have only shown one representative feature from each of the
different texture classes (first-order statistical and second-order
statistical, gradient, and Gabor). As borne out by the area under
the ROC curves, the accuracy of GEM was greater than that of
any of the individual features. The differences between GEM
and the individual features were found to be statistically signif-
icant for all four training sets.

Comparing the performance of the individual 3-D features,
the second-order statistical features have the highest accuracy,
followed by the first-order statistical, gradient, and Gabor fea-
tures. The fact that the data sets considered in this paper are
inherently noisy and that statistical texture features are robust
to noise may explain their superior performance. The poor per-
formance of the Gabor filter could reflect the differences in
the pathological homogeneity of tumors. In large tumors, the
nodules are homogeneous, 100% tumor with little or no inter-
vening benign glands. In contrast, small tumors are composed
of varying mixtures of benign and malignant glands. The poorer
performance of the gradient and Gabor features does not, how-
ever, imply that they are redundant. We found that using only
the statistical texture features in GEM produced a lower classi-
fication accuracy compared to using all of the texture features,
all differences being statistically significant. Fig. 11 shows the
ROC curves for GEM obtained by using 1) the eight statistical
texture features with the largest weights (dashed line), and 2) all
features (solid line), for five training samples.

b) Comparing GEM Against Other Feature Ensem-
bles: Fig. 12 shows the ROC curves corresponding to GEM
and three other feature ensembles (AdaBoost, Majority Voting,
and BEM), obtained over all 33 images in . Only five slices
in were used for training. As borne out by the area under
the ROC curves, GEM had the highest classification accuracy
among all the ensemble methods. BEM performed next best,
followed by Majority Voting, with AdaBoost performing the
worst. The differences were found to be statistically significant
for all four training sets.

Fig. 12. Comparing the accuracy of GEM against other feature ensembles
using ROC analysis.

TABLE II
COMPARING THE PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN EXPERTS AGAINST THE CAD

SYSTEM (� = 0:5) FOR IMAGES IN S

While the poor performance of AdaBoost was surprising, it
has been shown that the technique suffers from over-fitting,
and insufficient and biased training data [43]–[45]. Further, Ad-
aBoost tends to perform poorly on the so called minority class
problem, an issue in domains where one class accounts for a
significant majority of observations. (In our data set, the posi-
tive examples (cancer) on an average accounted for less than 5%
of the slice area.) A more severe problem however, is that since
AdaBoost tends to focus on the problematic examples, noisy
data tends to get boosted. GEM and BEM on the other hand
have a smoothing effect which tends to reduce the errors due
to noise. However, since BEM and Majority Voting do not con-
sider the relative importance of the individual classifiers, their
accuracy is lower than that of GEM. Perrone [48] has similarly
demonstrated that feature weighting provides a better estimate
than ensemble averaging, in the mean square sense.

c) Comparing GEM Against Human Experts: Table II
shows the average sensitivity, PPV, and specificity values for
the CAD and expert segmentations obtained over
the 15 slices in set . Five slices, randomly chosen from

were used for training. contained three of the training
slices. While in three of the four expert readings ( ,
and ), the CAD result was lower in terms of PPV, CAD
sensitivity was higher in three of the four expert readings
( , and ). Further was superior compared to

both in terms of PPV and sensitivity. Note that, in the two
instances where the experts had a higher PPV ,
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Fig. 13. � for (a) 5, (b) 10, (c) 15, and (d) 25 training samples.

Fig. 14. ROC plot for GEM for four sets of training samples (5, 10, 15, and
25 samples).

TABLE III
COMPARING CAD ACCURACY FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF TRAINING

SAMPLES (� = 0:5) ON THE ENTIRE SET (S) AND THE TRAINING DATA SETS

the corresponding sensitivity was lower than that of the CAD
system. In terms of specificity, no statistically significant differ-
ence was observed between the experts and the CAD system.
The CAD performance was found to be similar when 10, 15,
and 25 image slices were used for training.
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF INTRAREADER AND INTERREADER AGREEMENT AGAINST INTRASYSTEM AGREEMENT FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF � USING THE K-TEST

Fig. 15. (a) MR slice S . (b) Ground truthT(S) for (a). Expert segmentations (c)E (S), (d)E (S), (e)E (S), and (f)E (S). CAD results (g)G (S)
and (h) G (S). Note that, the slice in (a) was not used for training.

B. Precision

1) Effect of Number of Training Samples: Fig. 13 shows the
values of some of the feature weights , obtained using each
of the four training sets. In order to avoid clutter, we have only
shown for one representative feature from each of the four
texture classes (first-order statistical, second-order statistical,
gradient, and Gabor). Only a slight change in the relative values
of over the four different training sets was observed. As one
might anticipate from Fig. 10, the second-order statistical fea-
tures have the highest contribution to GEM, followed by the
first-order statistical, gradient, and Gabor features.

The overall accuracy of the CAD system only changed
minimally for the four different training sets. The ROC curves
(Fig. 14) obtained over all the slices in for 5, 10, 15, and
25 training samples have almost the same area and, hence,
accuracy.

Table III shows the average PPV values for the CAD system
for the images in and training sets . While the average
results for images in are slightly better compared to those
in , the variance in performance across training sets is small.

2) Comparing Intrasystem Agreement Against Intraobserver
and Interobserver Agreement: Table IV shows the intrasystem
and intraobserver and interobserver agreement for the slices in

. The agreement between , and was found
to be statistically significantly higher compared to intraobserver

agreement , and interobserver agree-
ment .

The quantitative results in Table IV are also reflected qualita-
tively in Fig. 15. The intraexpert segmentations and
[Fig. 15(c), (d)] clearly show very little agreement with one
another for the MR slice in Fig. 15(a). In addition, and

miss out most of the tumor area [observe the ground truth
in Fig. 15(b)]. The segmentations of Expert 2 ( and )
while showing better intraobserver agreement [Fig. 15(e), (f)],
similarly have false negatives. Further, Fig. 15(c)–(f) viewed
together, clearly demonstrate the poor interobserver agree-
ment. The CAD segmentations [ in Fig. 15(g) and
in Fig. 15(h)] on the other hand have good agreement. More
importantly, [Fig. 15(g)] and [Fig. 15(h)] are closer
to the tumor ground truth [Fig. 15(b)].

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented a new CAD system for
automatically detecting prostatic adenocarcinoma from very
high resolution in vitro MR prostate studies. To overcome the
poor shape and structure of the adenocarcinoma, we employed
a number of powerful 3-D texture operators (statistical, gra-
dient, and Gabor) at multiple scales and orientations to capture
the anisotropy and definition of the tumor. The individual
feature likelihoods obtained from a Bayes classifier were then
combined using a novel feature ensemble (GEM), with the
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TABLE V
AVERAGE COMPUTATION TIMES (IN MINUTES) FOR THE DIFFERENT MODULES COMPRISING THE CAD SYSTEM FOR A 3-D MRI SCENE

individual features being weighted based on their importance
in the final classification. The CAD system was evaluated on
ground truth derived from histology, both in terms of accuracy
and precision. Our main conclusions based on evaluation of the
CAD system were‘ as follows.

• GEM outperformed both the individual texture features,
as well as other feature ensembles, including AdaBoost,
Ensemble Averaging, and Majority Voting.

• The variance in CAD accuracy for different training sets
was small.

• In most instances, CAD sensitivity was higher compared
to that of the experts. For one set of expert readings, CAD
performance was better both in terms of sensitivity and
PPV.

• Intrasystem agreement was significantly higher compared
to interobserver and intraobserver agreement.

Table V lists the average computation time for the different
modules comprising the CAD system per scene, estimated from
time measurements over five MRI scenes of domain

, where . All programs were developed using IDL
5.5 (Research Systems Inc.) on a Windows XP platform and
executed on a Pentium IV (3.59 GHz, 2048 GB RAM) Dell
desktop machine (Dell Inc. Round Rock, TX).

While the computation times appear to be high for routine
clinical practice, the likelihood map could be generated offline
and used to guide the MR biopsy later. Further, the inclusion of
additional processors could significantly reduce the computa-
tion times. Currently, estimation of the ground truth for tumor on
the MRI is done manually. Future work will focus on automating
this process, and reducing potential errors in the ground truth.
We also intend to continue evaluating the CAD system on more
ex vivo studies, before we begin evaluation on in vivo studies.
One of the challenges in this regard will be to deal with the in-
creased amounts of noise and decreased resolution associated
with in vivo studies. We, however, believe that in conjunction
with recently developed sophisticated image filtering methods
[52], our ex vivo CAD system can be successfully applied to de-
tecting prostatic adenocarcinoma from in vivo studies as well.
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